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1. What do you want our school to look like in five years?

e Thriving, growing, bigger gym or meeting place for events, for seating - baseball
program / field - more parking areas without the mud - sidewalks

e I would like our school to have proper high school, middle school, and elementary -
brick and mortar buildings with library, science lab, etc. - Five years is too short to
plan. It’s already been six years since the high school started - thirty year plan

e Four, two-story buildings with multiple classrooms on each level
e I want McDade to still be the inviting, small school that gives students individual

attention. That said, I know it will grow. We cannot stop grow. I just don’t want to
lose the small town “feel.”

e I would like to see the district keep it’s small town compassion and unity, while still
being able to embrace and implement technology in education.

e To have a nice and adequate campus, but simple - not a Taj Mahal like some
schools build. McDade will grow and the number of kids will increase, so it is
absolutely necessary to move ahead.

e I would like to see us in a bigger building - more CTE classes for those that don’t
want to go to school.

e Utilize more space, but keep the small school feeling
e New buildings that can accommodate innovative learning - computers - learning

spaces - maker spaces - modern Ag shop
e Separate elementary, middle school and high school. We need a high school on

another property. Teaching students the fundamentals and new materials for jobs
not yet created.

e Separate high school campus with gym, band hall, technology lab, library, art room
(with kiln room), etc. - Planned correctly with storage - updated middle school using
secondary facilities - add built-in storage - elementary needs traditional learning
space (classrooms) and non-traditional learning spaces

e Out of town on a new 50/100 acre campus - start with high school and continue
until the whole school is relocated

e I deeply appreciate the fact that every teacher at McDade knows the names of all of
my (3) children. I hope that the school maintains its community environment.

e I would like for the school to have a more cohesive feel, i.e., a deliberate structure
and flow. It feels that some of the campus’s structures are reactive rather than
proactive. I know that growth brings surprise change, however. 



e I would like to see three distinct campuses. I’d like to have classrooms of twenty or
less students. I’d like easy access to schools where parents don’t have to wait twenty
to thirty minutes in line to pick up their children.

e Modernized buildings - separate schools
e Separate facilities, each campus - less portable buildings
e New high school facility - new middle school facility - or expanded
e I’d like to see positive growth, well-behaved students and room for everyone. That

includes well-behaved transfer students.
e Less on-line classes - maintain low teacher/student ratio while accommodating the

increase 
e Better class options - more hands-on classes - less on-line classes - better on-line

classes
e Need more land to build - would like a new high school
e Hopefully more businesses to help support the school - More buildings for growth

and each campus to have it’s own land
e A state-of-the-art facility with technology available to all students - STEM

implemented
e More athletic opportunities - separate high school - always improving academics
e Would like to see the school have a larger campus and more buildings for the

students. But how do we fund???
e Permanent buildings with more than adequate security for our students. New

administration that is more competent than the current. Increase student class
availability while keeping class size small. Facilities to serve all extra-curricular
activities (track, football, baseball, band, theater, etc.) - Superior ratings. 

e A high school separate from the middle and elementary. More sports options with
their own fields. More classroom space for students for better academics.

e Either develop this campus for more buildings, or buy property for new high school
or complete new campus.

e The high school on a separate campus, so high school student drivers are not as
close to the elementary kids, for safety reasons.

e High school separate from the elementary school.
e What do you want our schools to look like in five years? Hope that McDade ISD is

not consolidated with Elgin or Bastrop. Where is the site base committee?
e A school that is keeping pace with the growing community.
e Grow within property and new buildings that are up to date. Different campuses for

elementary, middle, and high school. 
e Look like Hutto - positive community involvement - growing, successful - positive -

crate a great place for student success - continue, not create
e Still functioning and not in financial ruin. It would be wonderful if we could stop the

free bleed of teachers. To plan accordingly and not throwing money away anytime
an issue arises. Have a school board that listens and follows the wishes of the
community - Less   (unreadable)   and more free flowing of ideas, even differing
ones.



e Well, I would prefer the elementary to NOT look like a jail, by a new fence with no
gates. I would like each “school” to have their own building. We need more options
for the older kids, true, but we need to do a better job with what we DO offer - an
actual Spanish teacher (part-time, if necessary). The middle school kids need
options too - like cross country, band, high school credits.

e Maybe not in five years, but have all grade sites on one site - finish football field.
e A better sports program - focus on mental strength, not just physical. Would like to

see power lifting for boys/girls added. Move/flip classrooms - library for middle
school and for the high school.

e I would like to see the school and the community grow.

2. Do you believe McDade is growing? Why or why not?

e Yes - people moving out of the city of Austin - small town, nice people, friendly,
accepting, good schools.

e Definitely growing! Maybe at a slow rate now, but it will increase.
e I feel like there is rural growth, but I haven’t seen too much growth within close

proximity of the campus. I also live outside of McDade, so my knowledge of the
growth here is limited.

e Yes. Data proves it. Class sizes prove it. Building in surrounding areas. Traffic.
e Yes! 250 students in 2015 - 400 students in 2020
e Yes, I do believe McDade is growing. Homes and people are increasing rapidly.
e Yes. There is no stopping growth to this area. We must plan for it! Yes - just look at

all the land for sale.
e Yes. More homes in McDade - more business in McDade - center of town is waking

up.
e I believe McDade community and school is growing slowly. Why? A few new homes

and a few new kids.
e Yes. Elementary enrollment is increasing as well as dual classes for the same grade.

Land being split up for sale in increasing. So as more people move here the school
district will grow as well.

e No doubt. It is and will continue to grow as large tracts are sold and cut up into
small lots/tracts. Hopefully McDade will attract some businesses for tax base.

e Yes, McDade is growing. We have only been here a couple of years.
e Do you believe McDade is growing? Yes. The illegals.
e Not growing enough - not enough available housing in McDade.
e Yes. Lots of people moving into area and lots of homes going up. No, also, because

there are no businesses coming in.
e McDade is growing to some extent. We need to clean up our town. If we want

businesses to come we need a public sewer system and to incorporate.
e I do believe it’s growing - more land is being sold and divided and people are

moving into those areas and brining school age children and we are then seeing
growth in our school.



e Absolutely! Austin is moving east. Unfortunately, the growth it is seeing isn’t always
the best for the community. McDade does need property to build adequately and
has passed up previous opportunities. Administration needs to convince the
community and get them to buy in and support. We all want to be proud of our
school and community!

e People don’t want to live here because there is nothing in the community. No parks,
swimming pool, nothing for kids to do. No small grocery store, convenience store in
the area. The Dollar General on 95 now offers produce. Something like that would
make a difference to attracting people with children. I think people would want a
small town feel, but just a little more convenient things. The school is the town, so
we should promote it more.

e I know McDade school is growing. The high school is now open. Classrooms are
stuffed.

e I don’t know if McDade is growing – statistically speaking, that McDade will grow
seems apparent - highly likely - the question is how much preparation for that
growth is palatable to the community - which seems minimal at best.

e Yes we are growing. Because I can see new subdivisions in our future.
e Yes, the whole county of Bastrop is growing.
e Yes. The classrooms are growing.
e Yes, because the whole county is growing.
e Yes, new houses are coming up.
e Yes, because more interest in the school.
e It sure it! Families all leaving the cities and coming to smaller communities.
e Yes. Moving out of higher taxing.
e Yes, because there are people moving out of other cities because of tax rates and

housing costs.
e Yes, there is a shortage of housing affordable.
e Yes, it is because people want to move away from the city.
e Yes, why? Homes being built and older houses being remodeled. Sure sign people

are moving here. Too expensive west of here.
e Yes. Growing numbers of students - lack of space or rooms.
e McDade is growing at a much slower rate compared to other areas. Hard for people

to move here when folks aren’t selling property.
e Yes, I believe McDade is growing. New houses are being built.
e Yes, but perhaps not at the rate that we are being led to believe. Growth is

inevitable.
e I believe it is growing but is limited by lack of facilities (septic).
e Yes. Building of houses and more and more people are moving into McDade. More

land is being sold for housing.
e Yes - McDade is growing. Community is growing and school - churches in McDade

have no children growth.
e McDade is growing too fast. Suggestion: Request complete survey of growth

needs/study from the state comptroller.



e I believe McDade is growing but I don’t like the way it is growing - wrong type of
people moving here in the...

e Yes - people are moving in.
e Definitely. Growth is the one fact that we are aware of. Examine the expansion of

home ownership; to TxDot increase of 290. Planning for this growth must occur now
otherwise, we will not be able to keep up.

e Not as much as areas around us because of large parcels of land. And - no structure
to the town.

e Yes and it will continue to grow rapidly. Land prices are cheaper than Austin, which
encourages all types of people. We need to encourage businesses to move here so
we have a larger tax base. We also need to wisely incorporate. I think growth is
important and will happen, but I don’t want to live next to trailer houses so McDade
needs structure.

3. Would you support a bond election to build new facilities? Why or

why not?

e I would support a bond election if it would help our students. 
e I would support a bond election given there is an approved plan for the use of the

funds.
e I support a well-planned, clearly stated and community supported bond, delivered

and administered by a new superintendent with experience in high school, middle
school, elementary bond development.

e Yes. Growth and more kids needs better and newer facilities.
e I would if I lived in the community. I have family that lives and goes or have

attended McDade ISD, and I have an interest in McDade.
e I would more than likely to vote for a bond.
e Yes! School needs to be ready for growth like it or not!
e Yes - under the right support from community. There seems to be so much strife

between the community and district that I am concerned about it passing. Lots of
work and decisions need to be made to build a passable bond situation.

e Yes. We need new facilities. A bond would be more project specific over a tax raise.
e Yes! I would support a bond election and even a tax increase! The kids need it.
e Yes. Taxes should still be lower than surrounding districts.
e Have something specifically located to purchase to pass bonds for.
e Yes. If it is for the kids it will be worth it.
e Yes, with limits. Also need outsiders to review land already owned by the district.
e I cannot speak to this issue, as I am not a citizen of McDade.
e I’d rather raise taxes and get golden pennies from the state. I don’t believe in

“borrowing” money.
e It would be unfair to answer this question. My kids are transfers.
e Yes. To support our school, and to avoid merging with Elgin ISD.



e Yes. McDade needs a new high school, sports fields, etc. The only way McDade will
get this is to have a bond election. 

e Yes, to avoid having to merge with another school.
e Yes. I would - whatever it takes to improve or get a new building for our kids.
e Yes. We must grow and modernize and (illegible) for it.
e Maybe. Depends on when/where/how much. And, how transparent the whole

process it.
e Yes. There has to be some way to help grow this school.
e Yes. Depending on the structure of the bond and assuming all other fund sources are

exhausted.
e If the growth overwhelms what facilities at McDade ISD can safely handle. And the

board has studied what the needs are – by a certified demographic firm. Then talk
about what you can or need to do.

e Not with our current administration. We should have planned long before we shoved
all the kids into a high school. We have now created an emergency situation. The
only good thing about a bond would be the forced transparency.

e Yes, for the purpose of building an off-site high school.
e Will monies be ear-marked? Yes, depending on what facilities are needed at the

time.
e Yes - new facilities bring new opportunities.
e Yes, but only if it included the purchase of acreage to build an entire new campus

for all grades. It would be better to start over than to alter the current property.
e No, not until more information is obtained.
e Yes, in three or four years it will be needed to provide additional classroom.

However, there needs to be extensive planning.
e Yes. The school needs growth as well as the community. With bigger schools better

education.
e No. I am so confused on what kind of bond it is and more information on what it

includes.
e Yes. I would support a bond election, to support new facilities. But what about the

land that would need to be purchased to build these new facilities on? Funding for
land?

e No. Need more information. What happened to the money that was there a few
years ago?

e I would but am not in McDade so cannot vote for bond issue.
e Yes, when public meetings are held about the bonds be transparent if there are

strings attached.
e Yes. I would if it were within reason and in need. I expect the board to make good

use of my tax dollars.
e I would support a bond election to build us a new school and let our community

grow.
e Yes. McDade needs a new high school and adequate property. Need a high-quality

school.



e Yes. No other avenue to finance any changes, improvements, or expansion.
e Yes. New facilities are needed.
e Yes, with more information.

4. Do you feel any of our facilities need to be changed or added onto in

the next five years? Why or why not?

e Yes. Students and learning are ever evolving; we need to stay up to date.
e What do we need?
e Yes. New/more parking lots - sidewalks - wider roads
e Let’s look at the classrooms to see if there is enough of them.
e Yes. If not new facilities then existing should be added onto because of the constant

growth.
e Different question, but not much - same answer.
e I feel we are out of space currently. We will need to add to current facilities to house

all students and teachers.
e Add on or build second story to existing buildings. Or - build where the buses

currently are parked.
e My thought is instead of patching existing problems to plan by working to purchase

land and buildings adequate facilities.
e HBH needs to go. We need a lot more space so new buildings are needed. We are

going to need more parking at the high school.
e Yes. To keep pace with the growth seen in the community, the facilities need to keep

in pace with growth.
e Given the growth trends and the size of the elementary classes, I believe the

facilities will need to be added to.
e Yes. High school needs own campus with fully equipped, modern facilities to meet

the full range of curriculum required for high school graduation. Middle School -
current secondary facilities need updating and outfitted with storage and equipment

that supports state middle school curriculum. Current secondary campus should be
used for middle school only. Elementary facilities need to be extended to support
student population growth.

e If a separate high school is established we can create a 6-8 campus in the current
secondary campus and add onto the facilities at the elementary to accommodate the
impending growth.

e Finish football field; surrounding fence, stands, lights! - Concession stand - field
house replaced.

e More classrooms - more cafeteria space - wish list: concession stand building at the
footfall field

e Need bigger maintenance facility



e I believe the middle school building should be improved upon from its current state
- it should be its own building that isn’t just a portable, but a great representation of
the faculty / staff and students that use that building.

e Yes. Should have added onto the high school instead of building extra metal
buildings.

e The present facilities need to be changed for grades K-8 or K-6. The high school
needs to be moved to off site.

e Yes. You can only do so much shuffling with the current space. Eventually, you are
going to have kids on top of one another.

e Yes. Over crowded now.
e Yes. The district will grow over the next five years. They could double in average

attendance, or more.
e Yes. If more children show up. I do feel three and four years are too young for school

That would make more room for current population.
e Yes. We need to have facilities that will support all the subjects and electives. Also a

space to support a full library and media center.
e Need bigger middle school to accommodate students. Track for the students.

Athletic fields. New high school for more room, then a new middle school.
e High school needs their own school campus - and then build the other as needed as

more students attend.
e Only the board can answer that question.
e The gym. Having a nice gym with more seating would pay off in the long run. We

could host more tournaments and bring in money through fees / concessions. A
cafeteria for middle school and high school.

e Wow. We need more classrooms and special areas and offices and roads. Not bonds.
Yes, tax increase. Get those golden pennies.

e I believe if a building was going to be changed - removed the modular junior high
and build a two story building.

e Add an elementary art and music room and reclaim or add a gym.
e Yes. It is apparent that facilities need to be improved, or - preferably - changed

altogether, whether or not the school grows, the current facilities are inadequate for
the number of kids enrolled.

e Updated and repaired. Upkeep and such.
e Yes. Growth is inevitable. Students need adequate room. Permanent structures - not

portables. Need to look farther than five years - act and build to include planning
for future expansion.

e Need a track, baseball field and larger middle school and elementary. That can be
remedied by building a new high school building.

e We need a high school so we can move the middle school into the older facilities.
e The elementary is in rough shape, and will need to be repaired sooner than later.

The current forced focus of a high school has caused a hardship on all of the
students. We are now in a situation of do or the school fails.



e If the school population continues to grow, McDade will have to expand. If the
school maintains its current population, significant upgrades will have to be made
to “keep up” the buildings.

e Yes, of course! McDade needs to “move on up”! Badly needed for size and up keep.
My opinion.

e Yes. McDade needs to look into purchasing and movement to a completely new
location for all grades. Then the current property should be sold to mitigate the costs
associated with the relocation and expansion.

e Yes. The building is showing wear / age now and will age faster if not maintained
fully.

e Yes, because the growth of the classes, the students, and teachers need a good
learning and teaching environment.

e Yes. But I truly believe we need to build new buildings versus building onto what
we already have!

e The cafeterias / lunch room to provide adequate room and facilities for lunch.
e The need is obvious. Almost every school and grade or class needs more space

because we are growing!
e Finish football field, stands, lights, concession booth, classrooms.
e Of course, duh. Just ask your question directly! However, this school board is behind

in their reactions and planning and the administration does not respect the school
board, the parents, or the community. How are we supposed to support that?

e Need more room to house all the classrooms. Classrooms need to be updated.
e Yes. To accommodate all the growth. Extras are in the cafeteria. We would like a

proper art room and music room.
e Seems like ISD is not hooked up to the community - no site base committee. If the

ISD has maximized every square foot at present – maybe a search for additional
property would be prudent. Vacant Day Care Center? Is it available? 

e Absolutely! Not enough space for classrooms. Cafeteria!! For students and a place
for teachers to eat their lunch!

5. With rising costs and a lower tax rate than surrounding districts,

how do we provide funding for our district over the next five years?

e Raise taxes or bond election - don’t know if incorporating the town would help.
e There is no easy answer to this question. To increase funds we have to increase tax

rate, however, with an increased tax rate will come increased expectations and
opportunities.

e You are going to have to raise taxes. No way around it.
e Maximize use of current funds by being selective in and educated in what we offer.

Don’t try to compete with big schools. Build a McDade way. Bond. Get community
and district on the same page. Nothing is moving forward until we put kids first and
the kids are the future of McDade.



e Lexington - 1.198350 - is it growing/building at this rate? Smithville - 1.348350 - is
it growing / building? McDade - 1.030000 - how can McDade compete?? With these
guys??

e Im okay with slightly higher taxes. Closer to Lexington rate.
e Need to try and attract more businesses or set a bond election.
e Looking into grants and attracting business.
e Look for federal / state grants - find non-profit sponsors.
e Restrict the number of students from outside the ISD to slow growth and allow

regroup
e I favor increase in taxes and looking at a bond issue to provide what kids will need

in years to come.
e State and tax funding is sufficient. Be more financially conservative.
e Have a bake sale or two.
e I don’t have enough knowledge on this subject to have a definitive answer but these

ideas come to mind: increase tax rate SLOWLY over five years with two year cap
after the first five years. Business sponsorship of facilities or extra-curriculars.

e Cut costs as much as possible and then talk about raising taxes.
e Administration and school board are tasked with this. Bonds may be the answer, but

good decisions must be made. Buy-in from public is a must.
e I’ve seen schools in Austin rent out their facilities for church events and other stuff.

Like for parties and stuff like that. Host more community activities at least monthly
to try and bring more money in. Advertise in surrounding communities.

e Cutting expense can’t answer this. It must be increased revenue, multiple sources.
Charge a lot more for transfer students: income, less students without property taxes.

e Bonds should allow for expansion and even a high school.
e Better administration.
e Raise taxes to cover costs, but in the meantime, better management of current

funds. Stop outsourcing costs for things that current staff are qualified to handle.
e No one likes a tax increase, but sometimes you gotta do what’s best for the district

so I believe a tax increase is the best for this situation!
e Our tax rate needs to be raised. We know people in McDade do not want taxes

raised. But for our children we are going to have to do this - they are the future of
this country.

e Charge transfer students coming into the district and make sure the right number of
population at houses are right.

e Planning better - better use of tax dollars.
e Raise taxes and get a bond. Better raise taxes for our community, than to open the

door to Elgin school taxes with the ACC tax - fundraisers, possibly?
e Charge for transfers - target move business to start up in McDade or transfer to

McDade.
e I would recommend a “demographic study” be contracted by the board - such as

Elgin did - ten years or so back - the demographers were right on with their
estimates of growth. The board had a perfect plan to grow ISD with/community



e Raise the tax rate and some -have a school bond
e Gauge the percent or projected growth first. Take transfers into consideration. Give

and/or take in projections.
e Bonds only income available.
e Charge more for out of district students.
e Unfortunately, we have to look toward the idea of a bond, raising taxes or a

combination thereof. The school district is at a time when a leap is required; the
district cannot maintain at this current course at the current location with growth.

e Have another vote to increase the tax rate (get the golden penny) and also will need
a bond to bring in the additional revenue needed to build new facilities.

e Bond issue - facility improvements - grants
e make every dollar count with thoughtful planning. Look into state grants for

building and bonds.
e Increase tax rate.
e You have no choice but to raise taxes.
e Develop some kind of land for commercial businesses.
e Recommend a higher charge for out of district students to our school.
e The school needs more school rooms and the gym more sport.
e Better management. Smarter, faster response to issues, better planning.
e Get business in the area.
e Possibly raising land taxes. Keep transfer students but charge them a transfer fee.

6. Based on what you have heard or read, what do you like or value

the most about McDade ISD?

e I love the small classes and those few parents who volunteer at school. I like the
school being compact in space, but as the district grows, I think junior high should
be separated more from the high school and elementary. Junior high and high
school have good lunch food. 

e The quality of teachers employed and the low (compared to other Bastrop City
schools), and the positive attitude of all the school employees that I have met. Great
attitudes.

e Small school size - easy to get to location - low taxes
e Small class sizes and one on one attention.
e I value the small community feel of the school!! I appreciate that the class sizes still

remain relatively small.
e Flexibility - personnel’s personal investment in the success of children and

community - ability to provide smaller learning atmosphere - continued “family
values” supported in school - relationship building.

e I like the way the community is held together. The school holds the town.
e Better than Elgin - small school - good education. Dislike: the fact that there is no

bus route for Elgin transfer students anymore.



e I like a small district and feel the students get more quality education.
e Small town - small traffic - small classes.
e I value our small school providing a high quality education to students - that the

community (parents) and teachers nurture.
e Small, but focused on children’s education - wonderful staff.
e Based on what I’ve heard, seen, and read, I really appreciate how vested our

teachers and staff are in the education AND well-being of our students.
e I value that McDade ISD is a small district that students get individual attention.

They also get opportunities to be involved in numerous activities. My kids can do
band, athletics, advanced classes. They can do it all if they want.

e Local administration - tax rate.
e Small school feel is what I like - Be able to be involved - student to teacher ratio /

small classroom
e Value great teachers to teach the children of McDade School.
e I value the class sizes and the community involvement.
e Small classroom / teacher to student ratio.
e Small town values - teaching of manners - the teachers’ devotion to their students
e Athletic Program - personnel in special programs mentioned have made a

tremendous difference because of their professionalism and expertise.
e Small school and small classroom size - the staff knowing the kids and family.
e Small, tight community feel - music program (Baker is a must) - counseling services

(however, need more positive image and mentoring programs.
e Small town - student to teacher ratio - security of campus.
e Small school with lower teacher / student ratio - six man football - lower tax rate.
e I love the small town school feel. I love that I know so much of the staff, personally

and I feel like my child is taken good care of when he’s here. I love the school spirit.
e Student/teacher ratio - small town - friendly staff / teachers - personal touch -

commitment to students.
e Small school - great staff - high rating
e The people in the community.
e I love the small community.
e Small school - family feel.
e Teachers with longevity here - means better salaries.
e Small class sizes - family values - sense of community.
e McDade reminds me of where I went to school in the 70s. The sense of community,

family values, class size and educational rating due to the teachers employed here, I
would not want my ids attending any other district in Bastrop County.

e It has so much potential. The idea of a small town school is wonderful. The reality
that our students are suffering due to a power hungry administration is horrible.

e Based on what I know, I like that it is small and everyone knows each other. It has
amazing potential. It could be great!



e I don’t like the meal options for middle school and high school. I think there should
always be two main course options. I wish students had somewhere to store lunches
so they are not carrying lunch boxes all day - and access to microwave.

e Higher grade averages - most teachers and kids know each other - “small school
atmosphere.”

e I have always really liked McDade ISD. Teachers who really care, supportive
environment. Formerly, I would have said “community.” I would (illegible) that
word after tonight’s experience. The resident, and not-so-latent hostility of attendees
this evening made it difficult to be positive about anything.

e Small town atmosphere - lower taxes
e Easy! Discipline, teachers know the students, small town values.
e I value the fact that our children are being educated locally and we can have an

input in their education.
e I value that our school is still small. I think that is a draw for teachers as well. I

would like it to keep the “small town school” feel even as it grows. The school is the
center of our community because we are a small town.

e Small school, small town conservative values, diversity.
e I’ve heard nothing or read because I haven’t seen anything about the school district

or community other than rumors which you take with a grain of salt.
e I like that I don’t hear much about drugs, sex, and fighting. I don’t see much

bullying. We also like the sports, but wish there was more.
e The superintendent has done a great job repairing the buildings on campus with the

funding that the district has. The staff have done a great job with the scores. It has a
small school family, NASA, football field, band, lots of positive things happening at
McDade.

e I like the size of the school. I think the teachers are good. But, I think the school may
be over-staffed.

e Little to no planning - dragging feet on what needs to be done.
e My family has used and truly value the schools dedication to providing quality and

caring environment for our child with special needs. Thank you!
e The staff, because of their dedication to help students. The closeness of community

and the small school.
e They have after-school activities - and give props to those who are awarded for their

achievements trying to better the school by having meetings for the communities -
seems the teachers are involved with students.

e Have not heard anything good or bad.
e It is small and growing.
e The classroom size is the right size for kids to learn and get help if they don’t

understand. Not over crowded. That’s what I like the best!



7. Overall, how would you rate the condition of the school’s buildings,

facilities, property and grounds that are owned by McDade ISD?

e Given the budget and size of the district, I would rate the overall condition an 8 out
of 10. 

e The newer buildings are great. The older buildings are showing their age. As long
as we can maintain the cost of upkeep, they work.

e The condition of the newer buildings are good. I wish the school was not spread out
over the property. We need more room, that is for sure.

e Crowded - kinda on par with some of the other school districts our size - campus in
general needs work and planning.

e Only what I overheard - that there are numerous problems with roof, septic, etc.
Owning numerous commercial properties, I can relate. Rate 1 to 10, I would say 5-6.

e Utter disrepair - buildings are aged - air conditioning is failing - classrooms are
bursting at the seams - HELP!

e Poor. In need of help. Buildings were not fully equipped when built, and now we
are using those facilities beyond original intention. Need building or proper storage,
built to required sizes (classrooms) with needed equipment (like for labs). The gym
should not be the cafeteria for secondary. Band hall should have storage space, not
makeshift shelves.

e Like the look of grounds - I do not understand the growth pattern.
e I would rate the school as good. The growth is a hardship on the schools and

grounds.
e Good for what they are - slightly aged but in good condition - definitely need to be

upgraded to facilitate growth.
e Older buildings - a few newer buildings - overall, needs updating.
e Too crowded. At least one building as mold in the walls. Air conditioning could be

up-graded. 
e Probably need upgrades, maybe paint, new plumbing fixtures and building leveled

- some new roofs - bonds package
e Poor planned, over crowded property - needs a major overhaul - old buildings need

to go - less camera monitoring and not so many dictators in admin.
e Great!! Need some maintenance.
e Outdated. The middle school bathrooms need improvement. More stalls are needed

for the girls. The grounds have always looked maintained.
e Unfortunately, the school facilities I believe are in good condition although, that is

the time to consider relocation to a new location before the outlay of resources into a
campus where it would be more practical and beneficial to build new in another
location.

e The school grounds / facilities have been beautifully updated and cared for. I
understand with time buildings need more work and upkeep. McDade ISD has done
a wonderful job.



e They do a good job of upkeep.
e Have not inspected the school yet. Your air conditioning ain’t right! You need a

baffle or something.
e I believe the buildings are in good condition. We just need to continue regular

preventive maintenance.
e Okay, but needs much improvement. Need additional buildings.
e The conditions seem good and well maintained. Only suggestion would be to raise

foundations of buildings in the future to eliminate the flooding some buildings fight
(i.e., cafeteria and high school gym). 

e The elementary school is in dire need of repair. The high school should have been
planned and budgeted for, so that the current overcrowding could have been
avoided. The school should be planned and then created.

e Condition of schools. Some of buildings are old and won’t last much longer and will
need to be replaced. Others were built to get by for now. Those will also need to be
upgraded and replaced, too.

e I think what we have presently is adequate but definitely not enough. We began the
2019-2020 year with over-crowded facilities because people are afraid of rising
taxes. Through ignorance people lost a lot of golden pennies money because of their
tax fear. We will continue to grow whether we have adequate facilities or not which
only hurts the teachers and children and children and children.

e Condition of grounds have improved with the new fence, playground equipment.
Nice to see these upgrades.

e Good condition - well maintained.
e Size alone excepting, I would say that the condition of the building is adequate for

the most part. The aging status of the buildings precipitates (sometimes) costly
repairs and the need for updates would elevate the need and cost effectiveness of
new facilities.

e Well maintained - but aging - need to be modernized.
e New buildings are in excellent shape with the exception of the middle school

portable building. Suggestion: Regroup the portable outbuildings so they are not so
scattered!

e Overall I would say that McDade is on its way but there is still much more to be
done. The improvements are wonderful!

e Overall, area looks good for a small town, area.
e Overall condition - four out of five stars - high school - five out of five stars - non-

high-school - three out of five stars.
e We don’t have enough room or resources, space. As you increase our numbers, with

little kids, high school kids, and transfers, the middle school kids are robbed. The
playground is no longer for the bigger kids at the elementary, and junior high has
lost their building, their gym. And, who is our biggest behavior problem? The
middle grades. They are missing out on a library, sports, there should be labs, etc.
As a result, you can’t hold on to students of any academic caliber. They go
somewhere with more options.



e Careful planning for the future if new buildings are built. Based on property - the
amount of buildings are utilized well. Blaske Building being the oldest, but maybe
the soundest. Based on square feet of property to student ratio - managed well now
(a problem) - further growth may be problematic - cramped campus - small
playgrounds - small street access - ISD is forced to do good with what it has.

e The HB building needs to be remodeled to reduce wasted space. The other buildings
seem to be in better condition. I can see HB and the portable replaced with a new
facility.

e Elementary - good. Middle School - fair. High School - fair. Elementary property -
good. Middle School / High School Property - fair. Middle School needs complete
upgrade. High School needs overhaul / new facility.

e Very good because of the excellent maintenance workers.
e The school facilities have been upgraded over the past five years with little funding,

but with no bonds, only so much can be done. The school needs new buildings.
e The school facilities are generally well cared for, clean, and maintained well. The

older buildings don’t feel “old” or smell old. McDade seems to do a good job with
the resources available.

e Grounds always appear to be clean - some buildings could stand to be upgraded
because of over-crowding - have heard sewer backs up at the cafeteria.

e Good condition. Some buildings need to be updated, some of the facilities need to
be built better or upgraded. The grounds are nice.

e I would rate the condition of the schools, buildings, and property are about a 75.
The buildings could use some updating - maybe get rid of middle school portable
building and put a more permanent structure there, also need to build larger
cafeteria or expand current elementary cafeteria.

e Aging and some “temporary” advancements and improvements have been made
and continue, but they still get old and need replacement at some point. ISD needs
to expand property for full high school.

e Some buildings are almost new while others are very old. I am unfamiliar with the
interior of many of the buildings.

e I believe we need to build new buildings to help support the school growth. The kids
deserve to not be over-crowded.

8. What would you say are the two most important improvements or

features that we should focus on in the next five years?

e Room for growth - more money for space.
e Build a new high school at an off-site location - for funding raise tax rate and or

with a bond.
e Quicker ways (more roads) to pick up children from school - more classrooms -

purchase more land for expansion.



e Working with what you have - taxing wise - without very good reason - keeping
class numbers close to or less than twenty.

e It would be good for the school board to have stricter attendance rules for
themselves so that they are more visible to the public at school events.

e Make an effort to get business to move in to increase the tax base.
e Planning for overall future growth - overall campus footprint - curriculum stays

current or on par with other top performing school districts throughout the state.
e We need more facilities and more staff - specifically, separate high school and

staffing so personnel do not feel overworked or stretched too thin.
e A bond issue if needed to purchase enough unimproved land and then develop a

master plan on development of a campus. McDade will/is growing.
e More space for growing classes - utilizing more space in the cafeteria - lights for

football field
e Facilities - facilities - facilities - technology for the classrooms with the bandwidth to

support it.
e Five years is too late! Facilities - fully researched and designed for the modern

student to last - spaces built for hands on learning, self-guided learning -
Makerspace - long term strategic plan - to be followed!!

e Bigger buildings - more space - more CTE classes for high school (example: HOSA,
home economics, etc.)

e Rich person come along and buy the old day care - or move to location.
e No more traffic jam in the afternoon! How could emergency vehicles get down the

road when it is blocked???
e Parking lots - gym seating.
e More buildings (facilities) with larger classrooms - salaries to entice teachers to stay

here - speed limit enforced for main streets - high school in own building
e classrooms and educational basics - have more available for the STEM students -

stability and administration that communicate with the community.
e Purchase property and add more school buildings.
e Middle School upgrade - high school: new facility - create common area for middle

school and high school.
e We need more buildings for students and more teachers to teach those children.
e We don’t offer a culture that brings and keeps and builds loyalty, success, school

pride - How are these kids supposed to get excited about grades, sports, when they
can’t succeed - - - out of time.

e Culture and stability - there is so much change these kids deal with - constant
turnover in administration, teachers, coaches, AND peers. You don’t offer enough
options to fourth grade - up. So, kids leave. And, you aggressively recruit transfers -
despite our lack of resources - then dismiss them when they don’t make the
administration’s magic ADA/STAAR results equation work. Many are devastated by
the decision, which blindsided them. These kids build the teams, etc. And, it feeds
that instability.

e Security - teacher training.



e Classrooms - Cafeteria - parking for the high school.
e Certified teachers - plan to bring them to McDade.
e Start with a demographic study such as Elgin did - to grow - or facilities to a real

prediction.
e Increased capacity (for more students) - improved laboratory classroom - new high

school, maybe.
e Land to expand.
e More classrooms for the high school - more classrooms for the elementary school
e Purchase property and build a new high school - add a baseball and softball field.
e Buy land for expansion - add building for new updated classrooms.
e Expansion of classrooms for more students - more space for high school students -

lunch room.
e Improvements that will help to make it better for the students.
e High school classrooms added to provide more course options - elementary school

and classrooms added.
e Enough classroom space to meet the demand - enough auxiliary space (cafeteria,

bathrooms, admin., etc,) to meet the demand.
e Building a facility that will house the entire elementary school with a media center

that is safe and secure while providing a top notch education.
e Improve on the buildings we have - expand them to give students more classroom

space. Also, expand/improve our football field, add a track and baseball field.
e More land - more room.
e Larger middle school - fully furnished materials for classes.
e Could a Head Start have its own property - 3 year and 4 year old - improvements to

the air conditioner in the gym.
e New high school - land for new high school - somewhere in the fifty acre amount.
e Obtain property to expand facilities to include more classrooms and cafeteria and

sports facilities.
e A high school off-site
e High School properly equipped - high school properly equipped.
e The gym because that is where we can bring money in - internet it would offer more

opportunities for the kids.
e High School on another campus with athletic fields - more space overall to stop the

overcrowding.
e Lighting for athletic fields - new athletic fields - new high school
e Pre-K and kinder could b e in their own building - an elementary gym/coliseum for

programs.
e More classrooms - security equipment - more classrooms with storage - having more

parents from the community volunteer to teach occupation classes - more and better
beginning reading books like Rigby and Wright Brothers.



9. Would you support building or site improvements in order to

address instructional needs? 10. What additional questions do we

need to ask concerning the future of McDade ISD?

e I support ANY improvements - what are our instructional needs?
e Yes, with outside eyes helping - move bus barn for more room add to end of

elementary and/or add a second story.
e Yes.
e I would support building or site improvements assuming the job/bid approvals were

approved based on full transparency of the bids.
e Yes!
e Yes. Come up with a common septic system and revitalize the land the leach fields

are at.

e Yes - if taxes go up to help my kids I would.
e YES.
e Yes - especially high school - new campus
e Support new buildings.
e I would support expansion of property.
e Yes - assuming not funded from property tax increase.
e Yes I would support a new campus.
e Yes, because we are at capacity.
e Yes, I would support the board to find about fifty acres to build a new high school.
e Yes.
e Improvements to existing buildings and add ons - what about portable buildings for

current population of children?
e Yes. Build off site.
e Yes. Build high school off site.
e Yes, we would support building another site.

e I would support building off site so that we can expand and grow the school as
needed.

e Yes.
e More class space as the bigger elementaries move up there will need to be more

space for CTE class offerings.
e Yes, I would support building and/or site improvements.
e Yes.
e Yes, I support building and site improvements to benefit instructional needs.
e Yes - support improvements or looking for land for a new site. We need to do all we

can to support the education of the children of McDade School.
e I would support purchase of property to build an official high school but only if the

student population and projected growth warrant the expansion.
e Building is good. The only way to do site improvement would be to tear down

modular building and build two story buildings in their place.



e Absolutely. Kids need space to grow.
e Look for expansion to buy property.
e Yes. All for finding land to expand have room for growth.
e Definitely.
e Yes, with an overarching, comprehensive plan.
e Yes. You have to obtain enough property in advance.
e Yes, but I would like to know what projects are being considered. What the cost

estimate is and what the difference is/or surplus.
e Very much so! Find property and build a new school.
e I think the strip mining property would be a great place to expand the school

district.
e I would, but not without current administration. They have proven regularly that

they are not financially minded.
e Yes.
e I would support building on a new site.
e Rather than site/building improvements, new land should be purchased to

adequately support students. Piece mealing is not adequate. If room isn’t available,
why are we allowing transfers?

e How do we finance these needs - bet study of population growth of next ten years.
Consider purchase land for school move.

e How will we pay for it?
e Do the chances of a bon’s success increase with a new superintendent and/or school

board?
e Move bus barn - build where bus barn is.
e What tools do we have in place to hire and retain top quality teachers?
e Can’t think of any. (#10) - All decisions should be with the children in mind.
e I would support if I lived in district. Please keep and increase of transfer students.
e What plans do we have for one year - five years - ten years - and from now on? How

will be grow as the community does?
e Move teacher parking to the fairgrounds. Temporary school buildings could be put

on the Greenhaw land (the current teacher parking lot).
e Will you please keep transfer students?
e Design based on desired outcome. What do we want for our students - our future

McDade decision makers. Do we want them to speak two languages? Hire a
language teacher. Do we want them to get the minimum in everything? Then
continue to piece together 3rd-4th hand materials and run on donations. So, pick
some specific needs and put heart, money and time to make McDade special for
what it can offer - not comparative to the mid-point of what is around.

e Could McDade school merge with Paige and absorb their students and build a
school together between Paige and McDade? Possibility?

e Address the gap between the school board and the administration. You still don’t
know what they are doing and how they treat people. How can you build a stronger
foundation to hold what’s coming?



e As the school grows parking becomes an issue.
e Do we have a growth committee? What areas, based on data, does the school show

need for growth and development?
e When do we start?
e Where can the school expand to? What are our land options? Is it practical to keep

all campus in the same property?
e More land? New facilities? Consolidate with Elgin?
e I believe many members aren’t happy with the leadership at the school proven by

the past. Has the community been given the opportunity to voice their concerns?
How is it being addressed? I believe more support will come with change. Many do
not trust the current administration.

e How many transfer students attend McDade schools? What is this percentage? How
does this compare to others? Similar to others? Losing money and takes away from
the McDade students.

e What are the predictions of growth in McDade?
e How and where would we/town put all of the overcrowding classes already?
e None at this time.
e How are you going to pay for all the new sites? You need to raise taxes or have a

bond program.
e Sorry, I have no idea.
e With such close quarters building on site improvements need to be carefully studied.

How does the board negotiate new developers? Can a developer donate 30-40 acres
for a school?

e No consolidation with any other school district.
e How long would Camp Swift be located in the area? It stifles community growth and

tax revenues.
e Why are we continually throwing money away instead of planning properly? How

does the community trust the administration?
e Do we have a growth committee? What areas from a data point will........

The following comments were made on loose pieces of paper and left

on various tables:

e What are the problems right now? What is the projected in the area? How many
students are y’all expected to have? Are there any federal (or state) grants you could
get to facilitate growth and update the facilities? Where did Milam get the money
for that big gym? Have you considered widening the roads next to the school? Why
don’t y’all add on to the elementary and/or make it two-story? Or use the bus barn
land.

e Science -are we setting money aside for growth? What are we trying to cut out of
budget to help with costs?



e I would like for us to focus on getting better/faster internet service, but better
personal data security. I would like more opportunities for middle school kids to
improve performance by high school. Please ensure that Gifted & Talented students
are provided their required program instruction – if no Gifted & Talented teacher in
place, provide Gifted & Talented Certified Teacher!

e Could the elementary add a second story?
e I got to the five year budget number of five million by doing 20% growth a year and

using this year’s budgeted number of just over two million, putting money at
$5800.00 per student. That surely won’t be the case.


